
 

Engagement report: 
UK restaurants 
 
We investigate how well restaurant chains are 
delivering relevant content and engaging socially with 
their customers. 
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Introduction 
 

As a regular user of social media, you’ve no doubt become accustomed to 

seeing your feeds full of images of food on a daily basis. So it will come as no 

surprise that recent research from Brandwatch has found that 32% of brand 

mentions on social media relate to food and drink – that’s almost twice as talked 

about as the next industry sector – clothing and accessories. 

 

For restaurant marketers, this presents a huge opportunity to engage both 

customers and potential customers in the online space and create a positive 

brand image that will benefit their bottom line in the long run. A key challenge 

for restaurant brands is their wide and varied customer base which is likely to be 

across many ages and demographics. They also have reviews and feedback to 

contend with, which when not handled correctly, can be incredibly detrimental 

to restaurant brands. 

 

In order to produce content that engages these customers, brands must 

develop a thorough understanding of the needs and expectations of their 

customers. Only then can they create content in the right format, with the right 

information and tone of voice for customers to engage with it. 

 

As part of our series of engagement reports, we wanted to look at how 

restaurants brands are engaging their audiences and in turn, how well they 

understand their customers and engage with them by creating content that 

resonates. 
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Results 
 

We looked at ten restaurant chains in the UK and analysed their content and 

engagement levels across the key social channels*. We used a combination of 

analytics tools and our own in-house expertise to score each retailer on their 

engagement by size of the audience (please see page 10 for more detail on the 

methodology). 

 

Rank Brand Twitter Facebook Content Instagram Pinterest YouTube 
Total 
out of 
25 

1 Wahaca 3 4 4 2 4 2 19 

2 Zizzi 4 2 3 3 3 1 16 

3 Wagamama 4 3 2 4 0 1 14 

4 
Jamie’s 

Italian 
4 3 3 3 0 0 13 

5 Yo!Sushi 4 2 2 3 0 2 13 

6 Nandos 4 1 3 3 0 2 13 

7 
Pizza 

Express 
4 2 2 3 0 1 12 

8 

Gourmet 

Burger 

Kitchen 

4 2 1 4 0 1 12 

9 Pho 3 2 5 2 0 0 12 

10 Bills 3 2 1 3 2 0 11 
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Analysis  
 

The brands that performed best under our analysis had one major thing in 

common: creativity. Innovative and interactive content is helping them keep 

customers engaged after they leave the restaurant, and eager to return. 

 

Wahaca 
Engagement score 19/25 

 

Wahaca stole the show in this sector, by truly living their brand identity and 

making it real for their customers. Their social media accounts are not simply 

broadcast channels; they create an experience – which is exactly what you want 

from an experiential brand. 

 

Wahaca is an expert in experiential marketing, hosting live Mexican themed 

events, such as Day of the Dead, which provide rich content for their social 

channels, and ways for their social fans to interact with them. They keep these 

events going on social, with music and other creative content that aligns with 

their modern Mexican fiesta identity.  

 

At the heart of the Wahaca brand is former Masterchef winner Thomasina Miers, 

and the social content makes the most of this human connection, with recipes 

and content direct from Thomasina, creating a personal relationship between 

the brand and consumers. Wahaca’s YouTube channel enhances this personal 

connection, with behind-the-scenes videos from the restaurants and festivals, 

and content featuring Thomasina herself. 

 

Even at first glance, their channels look creative. On their Instagram page they 

use their posts to create montage images to reflect the Wahaca lifestyle: 
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Wahaca is also skilled at creating opportunities for their customers to create 

social buzz for them. From the “spoon amnesty” to free tacos at new restaurant 

openings, they continually create reasons for customers to post photos, videos 

and comments on social media of their own accord, which they know will speak 

louder to those people’s networks than any amount of self-promotion by a 

brand.  

 

They provide numerous opportunities for their customers to interact with them 

and create content for them, and they reward them for this with regular 

competitions and freebies.  

 

Wahaca demonstrates real respect for their customers, not only by rewarding 

positive interactions but by being quick to respond to any complaints or 

criticism and to follow these up until they are resolved. Having a negative 

experience sensitively approached and resolved by a brand can often generate 

more customer loyalty and advocacy than an experience that was mildly 

positive to begin with.  
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From culinary live tweets to competitions to design staff uniforms, Wahaca puts 

the customer at the heart of their content, which creates an awesome 

experience. 

 

Zizzi 
Engagement score 16/25 

Zizzi is all about family fun – which is evident from their colourful, playful social 

channels. 

 

They frequently run interactive games and competitions to engage and reward 

their customers, in keeping with the family fun theme, and they offer regular 

deals to their followers.  

 

  
 

In 2015, they used a combination of charity partnership, gamification and 

celebrity ambassadors to create a campaign that combined online and offline 

experiences and tripled the brand’s engagement rate. 

 

There is room for improvement, however: Zizzi regularly reuses the same images 

with different text, which feels uninspiring and confusing; and they have 

connected accounts to automatically cross-post, which means the image and/or 

copy on some posts don’t display correctly on some channels, as well as 
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meaning that fans have no reason to follow them across multiple platforms. 

Their summer campaign, #colourmezizzi, was  a little confusing in aim and 

direction, and it’s not surprising that few customers are using such an awkward 

branded hashtag. We also felt there was room to make so much more of this 

campaign, with the brand hinting at fun activities (such as tapping into the adult 

colouring book trend) without fully developing them.  

 

However, we have no doubt that the vibrant, energetic brand personality and 

customer rewards are keeping food fans coming back for regular servings. 

 

Wagamama 
Engagement score 14/25 

Wagamama’s content is creative, engaging and hugely shareable, with beautiful 

food images and inventive stop-motion videos. 

 

   

 

They have their own distinctive tone of voice and brand personality, which helps 

them stand out from the crowd. On Instagram, which seems to be the focus of 

their content strategy, this tone feels very natural and of the platform – they 

write as a native Instagrammer might post. On other platforms, however, the 

same posts appear a little out of place and don’t project a professional image.  
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Content is cross-posted across channels, meaning that text and images are 

frequently not appropriate or not displaying correctly.  

 

Wagamama, however, knows their customers and understands what they want. 

They are also incredibly responsive to comments and queries, making customers 

feel valued and encouraging loyalty and advocacy. 

 

There is the potential for Wagamama to develop their content further and offer 

more value to their customers, whether that be through behind-the-scenes 

content, recipes or interactive competitions. However, what they’re doing 

currently seems to be making their fans happy – just like their food.  

 

Sector recommendations 
 

Food is an experience, often a social one. Therefore social media is a perfect 

channel for restaurants to bring their own unique experience to life. But like any 
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dish, there are a few key ingredients that need to be got right to bring the whole 

thing together. 

 

Blurred lines 

When you are marketing an experiential brand, blending online and offline is 

essential. This means creating an offline experience your customers will want to 

share or continue online, and creating digital experiences that your fans can 

bring offline. From unique voucher codes for your social followers to interactive 

content in the restaurant that is photo-friendly or relates to an online activity, 

it’s vital to remember that social media is part of your customers’ broader life 

experience. Whisk your online and offline activity together until smooth. 

 

Giving a taste 

You can’t give potential customers a literal taste of your food via social media, 

so you need to convey the experience of eating in your restaurant. This means 

creating a personality, tone of voice and visual language that communicates the 

particular vibe an atmosphere you look to create in your physical spaces. Online 

activities and interactive content play a big part in making this experience a 

reality for your customers. No one wants to eat in a bland and lifeless restaurant. 

Season liberally.  

 

Advocacy 

When was the last time you thought “I really can’t wait to visit that restaurant 

that no one has said anything about?” If you’ve ever thought that, you’re pretty 

much on your own. Most people choose restaurants based on 

recommendations, from friends, social networks and reviews. When considering 

which restaurant to choose, online reviews and social media mentions are major 

sources of research. Therefore, encourage customers to talk about you – 

through leaving a review or just giving them something great in your restaurant 

to take a picture of – is vital for your business.  
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Regularly responding to customer feedback (positive and negative) and 

answering questions also helps to drive recommendations and make sure your 

customers retain that warm feeling towards your brand when a friend asks 

“Where’s a good place for dinner around here?” Ensure you nurture your 

customer relationships. 

 

If you would like to find out more about your brand’s engagement levels and  

see how Leapfrogg can help you explore how much you really know about your 

customers, please do get in touch with us at enquires@leapfrogg.co.uk or call us 

on 01273 322830. 
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Methodology 
 

Our analysis for this report was conducted in August 2016 across a period of 

one week. 

 

Our engagement scorecard comprised of individual data points from a range of 

engagement analytics tools together with our own expertise and experience of 

developing content and social media strategies for premium brands. 

 

We gave each metric a score from 0 to 5 for each platform, with 5 being the 

maximum. With 5 platforms scored in total, the retailers were assigned a total 

engagement rating score out of 25.  

 

Our engagement rate scorecard took into account all user actions on a platform 

such as likes, comments and shares which we then divided by the number of 

fans to ensure we could compare brands with different sized audiences with 

unbiased results. This meant that our ratings give a true reflection of how well a 

brand is engaging with its audiences by measuring the quality of their 

engagement rather than quantity or the size of their audience. 
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Want to find out more?    
Why not get in touch or  
connect with us socially?    

01273 322830 

enquiries@leapfrogg.co.uk 

@leapfrogg 

 

www.linkedin.com/company/leapfrogg-digital-marketing 

 

google.com/+LeapfroggCoUk 

 

Leapfrogg is an award-winning, retail marketing agency specialising in the 

premium and luxury sector. 

  

We help our clients craft game-changing digital experiences; the kind of 

experiences that make customers happy – increasing loyalty, profitability and 

market share in today’s consumer-led world. 

  

Combining expertise in customer insight, experience design, retail strategy 

and digital marketing, we have worked with some of the leading names in 

fashion, homeware and beauty. 

About Leapfrogg 
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